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The merger impact on pricing – what we 

have learned from BWB’s analysis
 The Austrian mobile market experienced 

some price increases in the period July 

13 to the end of 2014; however:

 Price increases seem to occur 

particularly following the spectrum 

auction (as shown in the picture) and the 

relationship between spectrum prices 

and retail prices is not fully 

explored/explained

 It would have been useful to compare 

with other, similar markets to see how 

prices behaved in those markets during 

the same period

 Prices do go down following the entry of 

MVNO at the beginning of 2015 – the 

analysis does not cover that extended 

period

Source: Austrian Regulatory Authority for 

Broadcasting and Telecommunications 

(RTR)
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Mobile consumers value a range of characteristics

Quality

Innovation

Price

Introduction of new or 

improved services

Network coverage and 

performance

Mobile tariffs

Quantity
Allowance and usage 

of voice, SMS and data

Range
Wide choice of 

products and services
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Source: E-Communications and the Digital Single Market (May 2016)

In Austria, 77% of mobile consumers said that 

network coverage was either ‘the most 

important’ or ‘a very important’ factor when 

switching operator, compared to 75% for cost 

and 63% for reliable data connection speeds.

(GSMA Intelligence Consumer Survey, 2016)
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While price increased, we also observed a growth of “add-

ons” being offered with the packages – and this is not fully 

accounted for in the BWB analysis

 Mobile operators can also offer ‘add-ons’ or features as part of their plans (e.g. TV channels, data 

storage, music offerings such as Spotify and inclusive roaming); such add-ons have become 

more prevalent in Austria after the merger, with a significant proportion of tariffs offering now at 

least two additional features

 GSMAi survey evidence suggests that such features are important to consumers when switching 

providers – 40% of Austrian consumers said that free content was ‘Important’ or ‘Very Important’

 As with call/SMS/data volumes, these trends may have also been observed in other European 

countries so further data would be needed to isolate the impact of the merger

Merger
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1. Difference-in-Difference

Base Difference-in-Difference: counterfactual trend for Austria or Hutchison is built on the basis of the post-merger 

trend observed in the control group, with the assumption of pre-merger parallel trends.

 Inclusion of controls to relax assumption of parallel pre-merger trends, as well as time and country fixed effects.

 Application of two formal tests for pre-merger parallel trends

Trend Difference-in Difference: where there are no pre-merger parallel trends, the counterfactual trend for Austria or 

Hutchison is built on the basis of their own pre-merger trends.

Robust results need to pass three checks

 Restrictions to the control group: 4-players, 3rd and 4th operators; statistically close countries.

 MNO Fixed effects

 Non-linear functional forms

 Normalized time

2. Synthetic control

Counterfactual based on an artificial comparator country or operator (weighted combination of control units that resemble the

most to Hutchison or Austria in a range of controls). Statistical significance assessed through placebo studies.
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GSMA study on the impact on quality and innovation – our 

approach

Base Control Group 4-Players 3rd and 4th Operators ‘Close’ Countries*

Belgium; Croatia; Czech 

Republic; Denmark; Greece; 

Hungary; Italy; Latvia; 

Malta; Poland; Portugal; 

Romania; Slovenia; Spain; 

Sweden; Switzerland; the 

United Kingdom

Denmark; Italy; Latvia, 

Poland; Romania; Spain; 

Sweden; UK

Same as base but only 

including operators with the 

third and fourth largest 

market shares (i.e. 

excluding the two largest 

operators)

Romania; Italy; Poland; 

Denmark; Czech Republic; 

Sweden; Portugal; Spain

* Close countries are those that were most similar to Austria just before the merger with respect to GDP per capita, subscriber numbers, 

population density, rural population and elevation. Statistical distance calculations were used to define the ‘closest’ countries to Austria.



 If there are factors influencing the outcomes other than the merger and they vary by country and over time, these 

need to be controlled for. Control variables include:
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Variables and data controlled for 

Explicit control variables

*:    country fixed effects

**  time fixed effects

*** operator fixed effects

 Innovation and quality indicators include:

Variable Description Source

4G Coverage Population coverage GSMA Intelligence

4G Download and upload 

speeds

Data sample based on crowdsourced data, with 

average number of tests for each country greater 

than 100,000 in most quarters

Ookla (Speedtest Intelligence)

3G Download and upload 

speeds



 Data is sourced from Ookla, which runs an app-based crowd-sourcing platform.

 Ookla is responsible for the Speedtest product that allows mobile users to perform a diagnostic 

test on their mobile phone. 

 It had 427 million unique users across Speedtest applications in 2016.

 In our dataset, operators have an average of c. 45,000 tests per quarter for 3G and 4G networks.
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Measuring of Network Quality
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Results for Hutchison

Effect on 4G Coverage Effect on network quality
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Results for the Austrian market as a whole

Effect on 3G SpeedsEffect on 4G Speeds
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The merger did have a significant impact on quality of 

service and innovation

 Hutchison-Orange merger in Austria had an overall significant positive impact on innovation and 

network quality. Majority of impact materialised 2 years after merger.

4G Coverage

4G Networks

3G Networks

Upload: 

3Mbit/s faster 

Download: 

7Mbit/s faster 

15-30%

20%+
15%+

25%+
25%+

15%

Inconclusive+

Download: 

13Mbit/s faster 

Upload: 

5Mbit/s faster 

Impact insignificant

Download: 

1.5Mbit/s faster +
Upload: 

0.2Mbit/s slower - 10%
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What are the overarching lessons we can draw?

Market structure and 

performance in the Austrian 

market following the merger

Insights for future merger reviews

The 4-to-3 mobile merger intensified 

competition in quality-related aspects

The Austrian mobile market delivered 

more widely available and faster 4G 

services than those experienced in 4-

player markets

The merger between the two smallest 

operators allowed them to significantly 

outperform other operators in Europe in 

a similar market position

The combined analysis shows that there is a 

trade-off between static (i.e. price) and 

dynamic (i.e. innovation and quality) effects 

following a merger – consistent with 

economic theory

The impact on innovation and quality can be 

very significant and affect dimensions of 

service provision that matter to consumers 

as much as prices – more emphasis should 

be put in the future in assessing those 

potential effects

The merger remedy (i.e. MVNO entry), once 

it takes effect, seem to work – prices do 

come down after Jan 2015



 What is the relevant time period for both ex ante assessment 

and ex post evaluations?

 Timing of different impacts is staggered

 Price impacts early on (within 2 yrs)

 Dynamic effects and remedy effects later (mostly after 2 yrs)

 Given the weight of dynamic effects on quality and innovation 

in this case…

 Do we have the right instruments for properly assessing these 

effects in the standard toolbox (merger simulations, diversion 

ratios)

 To what extent can we trust prices to reflect quality? Or shall we 

as a matter of practice always make an effort to use hedonic 

pricing analysis? 
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And some open questions…
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The main report and the technical annex can be found at:

https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/evaluation-hutchison-orange-

merger-austria

Thank you

https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/evaluation-hutchison-orange-merger-austria

